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OutlineOutline
1. 1. ““The role of mediaThe role of media”” and ethicsand ethics

informing and watchdog rolesinforming and watchdog roles
democratic basis for rolesdemocratic basis for roles

2. 2. Context for public health journalismContext for public health journalism
general conditions and obstaclesgeneral conditions and obstacles
application to disclosure processapplication to disclosure process

3. 3. Criteria for evaluating media performance Criteria for evaluating media performance 
and some suggestionsand some suggestions

4. 4. What might be done..?What might be done..?



““RoleRole”” talktalk
Presumes social role with duties Presumes social role with duties –– what what 

ought ought to do for citizens of democracy.to do for citizens of democracy.
Traditional liberal theory of press:Traditional liberal theory of press:

1. Inform on essential issues to empower1. Inform on essential issues to empower
2. Represent public to government 2. Represent public to government –– ““fourth estatefourth estate””
3. Protector of liberties; watchdog on power3. Protector of liberties; watchdog on power
4. Forum for views; spark engagement.4. Forum for views; spark engagement.

1. & 3. are especially relevant. On this view, p1. & 3. are especially relevant. On this view, public ublic 
health journalismhealth journalism protects public by keeping protects public by keeping 
officials accountable; and helping public officials accountable; and helping public 
understand issues so as to judge/act in a more understand issues so as to judge/act in a more 
informed manner.informed manner.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is journalism ethics?
Norms and principles used in practice ��Why do journalists have “ethics”? 
Ethical duties as humans
Special role/ impact – “social contract”




Journalism and democracy

The Elements of Journalism, Kovach and 
Rosenstiel

Information for free and self-governing 
citizens; primary allegiance is to the public 
at large

“Whenever editors lay out a page or 
website, or people decide what angle or 
element of an event or issue to emphasize 
… they are guessing at what readers want 
or need to know . . . they are operating by 
some theory of democracy—some theory 
of what drives politics, citizenship and how 
people make judgments” (p. 23).



Codes of ethicsCodes of ethics

Society of Professional Journalists (USA)Society of Professional Journalists (USA)

PreamblePreamble: SPJ believes that : SPJ believes that ““public public 
enlightenment is the forerunner of justice enlightenment is the forerunner of justice 
and the foundation of democracy.  The and the foundation of democracy.  The 
duty of the journalist is to further those duty of the journalist is to further those 
ends by seeking truth and providing a fair ends by seeking truth and providing a fair 
and comprehensive account of events and and comprehensive account of events and 
issues.issues.””



Codes of ethicsCodes of ethics

Canadian Association of JournalistsCanadian Association of Journalists

““The public has a right to know about its The public has a right to know about its 
institutions and the people who are institutions and the people who are 
elected or hired to serve its interests. elected or hired to serve its interests. 

““Defending the publicDefending the public’’s interest includes . . . s interest includes . . . 
protecting public health and safety and protecting public health and safety and 
preventing the public from being misled.preventing the public from being misled.



What do my students think?What do my students think?
““A nation that considers itself a free A nation that considers itself a free 
and open democracy must encourage and open democracy must encourage 
public debate and discourse and public debate and discourse and 
transparency and accountability in transparency and accountability in 
power holderspower holders. . 

““Society must know what governing Society must know what governing 
bodies and organizations are doing,bodies and organizations are doing,
and those bodies and organizations and those bodies and organizations 
must know that the public will hold must know that the public will hold 
them accountable.them accountable.””



Examples of Examples of ““public protectionpublic protection”” 
journalismjournalism

““Dirty DiningDirty Dining”” in Torontoin Toronto
WalkertonWalkerton
Tasers and transit policeTasers and transit police
Airport and airplane securityAirport and airplane security
Mount Cashel inquiryMount Cashel inquiry

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Institutional ethics: importance of accountability
Chretien at Gomery Inquiry
Three watchwords

Articulate:  values and policies


Implement: procedures and monitoring


Be accountable: allow public testing





Context for public health journalism (1)Context for public health journalism (1)

Level One: SocialLevel One: Social--systemic factorssystemic factors

1. Culture 1. Culture –– Understands and supports an Understands and supports an 
open society. Decline in public credibility open society. Decline in public credibility 
of media.of media.

2. Supportive legal framework: protections 2. Supportive legal framework: protections 
for whistleblowers, anonymous sources, for whistleblowers, anonymous sources, 
freedomfreedom--ofof--information laws?information laws?

3. Is government and bureaucracy a 3. Is government and bureaucracy a 
““culture of secrecyculture of secrecy””??



Context for public health journalism (2)Context for public health journalism (2)

Level Two: The media cultureLevel Two: The media culture
1. Complexity of public sphere 1. Complexity of public sphere –– Any Any 

communication enters a communication enters a 
manipulative, rhetorical arena. Many manipulative, rhetorical arena. Many 
players/agendasplayers/agendas

2. 2. MediaMedia--saturated world: competition saturated world: competition 
and hypeand hype

3. New forms of media: new 3. New forms of media: new 
possibilities, expectations, drawbackspossibilities, expectations, drawbacks



Context for public health journalism (3)Context for public health journalism (3)
Level Two: The news media systemLevel Two: The news media system

Newsroom restraintsNewsroom restraints: : 
Speed; brevity; deadlines; idea of Speed; brevity; deadlines; idea of ““newsnews””
UnderUnder--resourced newsrooms resourced newsrooms 
Committed to publicCommitted to public--interest journalism?interest journalism?

Individual restraintsIndividual restraints::
Increasing Increasing ‘‘knowledgeknowledge’’ demandsdemands
Journalists who are Journalists who are ‘‘generalistsgeneralists’’ lack skills lack skills 
to explain to question claims.to explain to question claims.



Interviews: Some themesInterviews: Some themes (1)(1)
Who writes about science and health? (print)Who writes about science and health? (print)

1. 60; few full1. 60; few full--time; freelancers; general time; freelancers; general 
reportersreporters
2. 47% 2. 47% --55--9 years; 26% 9 years; 26% --2 years or less; 11%2 years or less; 11%--
10 or more10 or more
3. Special training? 84% (no science degree) 3. Special training? 84% (no science degree) 
0% (workshop in newsroom) 37% (no 0% (workshop in newsroom) 37% (no 
training); 26% took science/math; training); 26% took science/math; 

What gets covered? What gets covered? 
1.1. Health and medicineHealth and medicine
2.2. Environment; natural resources; psychology, Environment; natural resources; psychology, 

physics/astronomy;physics/astronomy;
3.3. Geology/archeology and Geology/archeology and ““anything localanything local””; ; 
4.4. ““whatever is newsworthy.whatever is newsworthy.””

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Complaints: Lack of information from university and public relations compare with USA; Canadian scientists less willing to talk; 
Lack time to develop relations with scientists 
“It’s out there but a lot of the times I feel that me and the people who do this sort of thing are slaves to the journals. We only know what they let us know.”  -- Joe Brean, National Post
“If you want to find out what’s happening at the Canadian 
Space Agency, phone NASA.”
Interviews – Common themes (2)
Hype and proportionality
Assessing “discovery” claims; raising false hopes; the “true” experts; what’s credible in All of this information?
Depends on editors? Some want to “jazz” it up; not others

Challenges
Not enough markets (magazine shortage in Canada; few well-known science journalists; limited TV programs)
Time, space, process

“Hardest thing about my job is convincing the editors that these stories are interesting. In order to do that I often feel that if I could I have to jazz it up.” -- Nicholas Read, reporter, Vancouver Sun

“I frequently find myself having discussions with other editors—why we need 20 inches, why not to cut people out of our stories, the importance of having an objective third person not directly involved in the research quoted in the story. ” -- Kim Honey, Toronto Star






Interviews: Some themes (2)Interviews: Some themes (2)
Sources of stories
1. Wires and embargoed journals
2. Researchers; press releases; web 

sites
3. Agencies (CIHR. Cancer Society)
4. Other news outlets and web sites
5. Events (outbreak of disease); PR, 

conferences; friends



What role for public health What role for public health 
journalism?journalism?

Transmission: Transmission: Transmit facts, views of experts.Transmit facts, views of experts.

Scientist/expert             Reporter                  PublicScientist/expert             Reporter                  Public

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Knowledge translation:Knowledge translation: ““translatetranslate”” between groups between groups 

Scientist                Reporter               PublicScientist                Reporter               Public



Challenge of Challenge of ““new medianew media””
1. 1. ““InteractiveInteractive”” communication, not  transmissioncommunication, not  transmission
2. Active audiences: own research and comparison. 2. Active audiences: own research and comparison. 
3. Citizens done just consume media they 3. Citizens done just consume media they ““areare”” the the 

media; decline of professional dominance.media; decline of professional dominance.
3. Stress on 3. Stress on ““social mediasocial media”” and sharing.and sharing.
4. Stress on transparency, diversity and immediacy 4. Stress on transparency, diversity and immediacy 

over verification and editing. over verification and editing. 

How do institutions that want a careful release of How do institutions that want a careful release of 
information respond to expectations of information respond to expectations of 
transparency?  transparency?  

How can interactive media be accurate, contextual, How can interactive media be accurate, contextual, 
educational? Can it allow citizenseducational? Can it allow citizens’’ to participate in to participate in 
an informed, inclusive manner?an informed, inclusive manner?



Implications/applicationsImplications/applications

Improvements to public health Improvements to public health 
communication and journalism not communication and journalism not 
impossible. But any impossible. But any ““modelmodel”” needs to needs to 
takes into account these complexities and takes into account these complexities and 
potential obstacles.potential obstacles.

Take for example, a public disclosure Take for example, a public disclosure 
processprocess………………



Disclosure and the publicDisclosure and the public

Ideally,Ideally, a staged, careful process a staged, careful process 
whereby disclosure moves from whereby disclosure moves from 

(a) institution(a) institution
(b) patients(b) patients
(c) citizens at large (via media)(c) citizens at large (via media)

Issues are those of timing/content and Issues are those of timing/content and 
developing a working relationship developing a working relationship 
with journalists in question.with journalists in question.



In the real worldIn the real world……..
Staged release of information is difficult. May be Staged release of information is difficult. May be 
leaked to media first! In Internet world, few leaked to media first! In Internet world, few 
‘‘secretssecrets’’ kept for long.kept for long.
In the In the ““crunch,crunch,”” process may fail, if no severe process may fail, if no severe 
penalties; legal and other concerns may prohibit penalties; legal and other concerns may prohibit 
full disclosure; full disclosure; ““communication strategiescommunication strategies””
minimize or reminimize or re--direct blame. Media again become direct blame. Media again become 
part of an unstructured process to obtain data. part of an unstructured process to obtain data. 
Professionals and journalists lack sufficient trustProfessionals and journalists lack sufficient trust
The disclosure process may be mistakenly viewed The disclosure process may be mistakenly viewed 
as a tradition transmission of facts of experts to a as a tradition transmission of facts of experts to a 
public via media, in a relatively passive, toppublic via media, in a relatively passive, top--
down fashion. down fashion. 



Criteria of evaluation of coverage (1)Criteria of evaluation of coverage (1)

Investigate responsiblyInvestigate responsibly
Once story breaks: need sustained Once story breaks: need sustained 
and deepening coverage, not and deepening coverage, not ““quick quick 
hitshits””..
Stick to developing the trail of facts Stick to developing the trail of facts ––
dondon’’t prejudge complex situations.t prejudge complex situations.
Be careful of anonymous sources; Be careful of anonymous sources; 
crosscross--verify facts. Seek documents verify facts. Seek documents 
by all avenues.by all avenues.
Give voice to all sides; and show the Give voice to all sides; and show the 
human face behind the statistics.human face behind the statistics.



Criteria of evaluation of coverage (2)Criteria of evaluation of coverage (2)

Looking forward/widening the frameLooking forward/widening the frame
1. Focus not only on individual officials but 1. Focus not only on individual officials but 

on structure/system.on structure/system.
2. Focus on public trust, accountability, and 2. Focus on public trust, accountability, and 

institutional governance.institutional governance.
3. Focus on prevention and responses3. Focus on prevention and responses

Are official inquiries sufficient?Are official inquiries sufficient?
How prevent in future How prevent in future –– are corrective are corrective 
actions forthcoming?actions forthcoming?
What about other jurisdictions?What about other jurisdictions?



Criteria of evaluation of Criteria of evaluation of 
coverage(3)coverage(3)

Explaining and understandingExplaining and understanding
““ProtectingProtecting”” role implies an role implies an adversarialadversarial 

model where journalists force model where journalists force 
information to be made public.information to be made public.

Qualities of good Qualities of good coverage that coverage that 
explainsexplains: Four tiers: Four tiers



FirstFirst--tier requirements: Accurate tier requirements: Accurate 
and completeand complete

1. Factually and theoretically accurate1. Factually and theoretically accurate
2. Clear and well2. Clear and well--written for intended written for intended 

audience: betaudience: between misleading ween misleading 
simplicity and bewildering simplicity and bewildering 
complexitycomplexity

3. Diversity of relevant views/sources3. Diversity of relevant views/sources
4. Complete on essentials (relative to 4. Complete on essentials (relative to 

topic and space)topic and space)



SecondSecond--tier requirements: Contexttier requirements: Context

1. Uncertainty; state of research; 
unresolved issues; history

2. Creative and thought- 
provoking: metaphors; 
analogies.

3. Critical and independent: Aware 
of conflicts of interests; 
manipulation; lobby groups.



ThirdThird--tier requirements: tier requirements: 
““ImplicationsImplications””

1. Why important? Ethical and other 1. Why important? Ethical and other 
issues; downsides; impactsissues; downsides; impacts

2. Public response? What are the 2. Public response? What are the 
policy options; how can public policy options; how can public 
participate? participate? 

Fourth tier: Fourth tier: SelfSelf--reflective journalismreflective journalism
Aware of oneAware of one’’s s ““framesframes””



What needs to be done? (1)
1. Research/education/training1. Research/education/training
•• Science/health journalism education Science/health journalism education 
•• Specific research: How people interpret Specific research: How people interpret 

scientific and health information; how to scientific and health information; how to 
communicate risk or uncertainty.communicate risk or uncertainty.

•• Training in public communication based on Training in public communication based on 
understanding of public sphere.understanding of public sphere.

2. Ethics of public communication2. Ethics of public communication: What : What 
goals? What are the primary concerns? goals? What are the primary concerns? 
How handle difficult situations?How handle difficult situations?



What needs to be done? (2)
2. Develop 2. Develop ““participatoryparticipatory”” public communicationpublic communication

•• Interaction of Interaction of ““two culturestwo cultures”” e.g. workshops, e.g. workshops, 
fora, disclosure model developed.fora, disclosure model developed.

•• Beyond transmission to using media to engage Beyond transmission to using media to engage 
public in deliberation. Allow citizens to question public in deliberation. Allow citizens to question 
journalists and experts. Access to original data.journalists and experts. Access to original data.

•• Institutional ethics: Articulate values, processes Institutional ethics: Articulate values, processes 
and mechanisms of transparency. Develop media and mechanisms of transparency. Develop media 
literacy and science journalism literacyliteracy and science journalism literacy

3. Develop public coalitions for promotion of for promotion of 
responsible, accountable public journalism!responsible, accountable public journalism!



Suggestions for InquirySuggestions for Inquiry

Consider how  Consider how  ““disclosuredisclosure”” rules relate to rules relate to 
media disclosure?media disclosure?

When and how should officials not only to When and how should officials not only to 
tell individual but the public?tell individual but the public?
Do current disclosure practices or laws Do current disclosure practices or laws 
assist public disclosure? E.g. Are assist public disclosure? E.g. Are 
whistleblower laws sufficient?whistleblower laws sufficient?
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